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Called to bless
Introduction
The word finally at the start of 1 Peter 3vs8ff suggests that what follows is
a summary and conclusion of the theme begun in 1 Peter 2vs11-12. A
closer look at the material shows that this is indeed the case. Having dealt
with specific examples of ‘good lives lived among the pagans’ (citizen –
state; slaves – masters; husbands - wives (2vs13-3vs7), Peter once again
lays down some general instructions for his readers (1 Peter 3vs8-12). At
the heart of these is an encouragement to keep on doing what is good,
even if the good we do is misunderstood or ignored. The passage divides
into two sections, the first part addressing relationships between
Christians (3vs8); the second addressing the relationship between the
believers and outsiders (3vs9-12).
At the end of this study you should be able to answer the following key
questions from the text.
 How should we treat fellow Christians?
 How should we respond to hostility and opposition from unbelievers?
Read 1Peter 3vs8-12

Observe:
1. The use of the word finally to introduce this concluding section
2. The five exhortations in 3vs8 – be like-minded, be sympathetic, love
as brothers, be compassionate, be humble (Note: these commands
are arranged around the central command love as brothers)
3. The call to respond to evil with good and to insult with blessing
4. The motivation for responding to evil and unfair treatment in this way
5. The use of Psalm 34 as support for Peter’s exhortation
6. The message of Psalm 34 in its original setting

?Think:
1. The structure of the 5 exhorations in vs 8 is one that was familiar to
Peter’s readers. The central exhortation i.e love as brothers is thus
seen to be the main exhortation with the others as qualifiers of how
this brotherly love is to be put into practice. With this in mind write a
summary of the way in which Peter wants believers to treat one
another

2. How do exhortation 1 & 5 and exhortation 2 & 4 relate to each other?

3. Why is Peter concerned at this point to talk about relationships
between Christians?

4. How should we respond to opposition and insult? Why?

5. What encouragement does Psalm 34 give us in this regard?

! Understand / Apply
1. What answers can you give to our key questions?

